January 29, 2012
SUBJECT: PRESS RELEASE
EXPERIENCE FASHION at its FINEST
TYLA JADE LLC, is a Phoenix, AZ based company is announcing their grand opening! TYLA JADE COUTURE
is known for our innovative and eccentric styles of women's apparel and accessories. composed of a
fashion designer that is a visionary as well as a humanitarian. With 30 years’ experience, a talented
seamstress leads this mother daughter team. They collaborate to be able to present to you a uniquely
different women's fashion line: one- of- a -kind custom wardrobe for ALL your fashion needs. We are
perfectionists who strive for excellence in the field, and guarantee you will love the 'personal' touch an
exclusivity of, TYLA JADE COUTURE one-of-a-kind designs!

TYLA JADE FASHION is designed and distinguished by YOU!
We pride ourselves on insisting only the finest in exotic eco-friendly fabrics. Our eclectic and distinctive
line stands out! TYLA JADE FASHION will be sure to turn heads, and continue to make an impact on the
fashion scene!

FASHION FASCINATION
Furthermore, we understand fashion is about more than what you put on; it is a state of mind! Driven by
our passion, and deep desire to make a POSITIVE IMPACT we enrich lives through our GIVE-A-WAYS and
CONTESTS. It is with great pleasure to announce that 10% of all our profits are donated! Not only will
you look good, but you feel even better! We are dedicated to supporting reputable charity
organizations!

TYLA JADE COLLECTION, join our online group and share are vision to keep the Art of Custom Wardrobe
alive! We are happy to offer FREE advertising space for independent and underground designers. Want
to shop online, attend or host a trunk show, or learn more about becoming a TYLA JADE Sales
Consultant, with the exciting opportunity to earn 50% commission please contact us!

Discover for yourself, and enjoy convenient, safe shopping we are now happy to accept PAYPAL on
www.tylajade.com
Cordially,
Trista Rodriguez CEO of TYLAJADE
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If you would like to contact us for more information or to set up an interview please call 334-477-4906
or email tr.tylajade@gmail.com

